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ABSTRACT

A three-dimensional ferromagnetic Ising model with an interface amoiphization is
investigated with the use of the effective field theory. Phase diagrams and reduced mag-
netization curves of interface and bulks are studied. We obtain a number of charactcrstic
behaviour such as the possibility of the reentrant phenomena and a large depression of
interface magnetization.
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1 Introduction

Over several years the magnetic properties of amorphous systems have been extensively
studied. Experimentally, most studio of amorphous magnets have been employed to
alloys of transition metals [Fe,CofNi) with metalloid elements (B,C,Sf,Ge, P), con-
taining approximately 20 at % of the latter. In amorphous metal-metalloid alloys, the
metalloid elements contact directly themselves by constituting unique configuration sur-
rounding them. On the other hand, metal atoms are distributed more or less randomly
in amorphous metal-metalloid alloys, so that the nearest neighbour short range order in
amorphous rare earth-transition metal alloys such as TbFe,GdFe and GdCOj, differs
significantly from that in the crystalline compounds [1, 2). From a technological point of
view it has been recognized that partial crystallization of the amorphous matrix may lead
to improved or even novel properties of .Fe-based metallic glasses [3, 4],

Also, the surface amorphization has been studied experimentally. Thus, the surface
treatment technique by laser beam has made a great advance, in order to cover a wide
surface with an amorphous layer [5, 6]. The formation of an amorphous layer at a surface
may be effective in improving the mechanical, magnetic and corrosion resistances of a
material with a free crystalline surface. Surface spins waves were also observed in an
amorphous ferromagnetic alloy [7].

Theoretically, most works have been devoted to amorphous systems. So, the thermo-
dynamics properties of amorphous magnetics with Heisenberg exchange interaction have
been investigated [8]. The amorphous ferromagnets with two magnetic components [9] or
with one component magnetic and the other non magnetic [10-12] are also studied.

In a series of works T. Kaneyoshi has studied the amorphization of pure and diluted
crystalline Ising ferromagnets by using both the effective field theory (EFT) [13] and
the lattice model of amorphous magnets. Amongst them, amorphization of the Ising
ferromagnet with transverse field [14], amorphous spinel ferrites [15] and semi-infinite
Ising model with a surface amorphization [16, 17]. Recently, magnetic properties and
interface delocalization of the spin-| Ising model on cubic lattice with an amorphized
defect plane are investigated [18]. For studying the above systems the lattice model has
often been applied in which the structural disorder is replaced by a random distribution
of the exchange integral [19],

The purpose of this work is to study a simple cubic spin-j Ising ferromagnet with an
interface amorphization (Fig.l) by the use of (EFT), We investigate magnetic properties
by examining the phase diagram, which illustrate some interesting behaviours for the
amorphized interface such as the reentrant phenomena. The magnetization curves of
interface and bulks are also given. The first represent a large depression.

The outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we present the formulation of
this model in the EFT. The phase diagrams are investigated in Section 3. In Section
A the magnetization curves of interface and bulks are examined. Section 5 contains our
conclusions.



2 Formulation

We consider a simple cubic spin-j Ising ferromagnet with an amorphous interface (Fig.l).
The Hamiltonian of the system is given by:

(1)

where the summation is carried out only over nearest-neighbour pairs of spins, /i; takes
the values ±1 and J,j is the exchange interaction. Ja has the value J, on the amorphous
interface, the value Ji(J[) between first layer sites of the bulk B (first layer sites of the
bulk B1) and amorphous interface sites and J(J') on the bulk B(B'). The exchange inter-
actions J,, J | and J{ are assumed to be randomly distributed according to the independent
probability distribution functions given by,

(2)

(3)

(4)

The problem is now the evaluation of the mean value -C m 3>r (the symbols < . . . > and
< . . . > r denote the thermal and the random averages respectively). The starting point
for the statistics of our spin system is the exact Callen identity [20], Using the differential
operator technique [21], the different magnetization of the system (Fig.l) are given as
follows,

i n ) > r = [coah(DJ) + an-i sinh(Z)J)] x

[cosh(Z>J) +(Tns'mh(DJ)}1 x

[cosh(DJ) + trn+1 sinh(Z)J)]tanh(/3i)| _

where n > 2.

cosh(DJ) + <JX sinh(DJ)]'1 x

+ <7,s!nK(DJi)] tanh(/?x)| _

(5)

(6)

a. = < fii(i 6 L.) > r = +<7isinh(jDJ,)] x

[cos h(DJt) + a, sin h(DJ,)}4 x

[cos k(DJ\) + o\ sin k{DJ',)] tanh(/Jx)|

= < m(i e L\) » r = [cos h{DJ[) +

[coah{DJ'} + a\

[cosh(Z) J'} + a\ sinh(DJ')] tMiht/Jx (8)

tJ»(i:Ji!!",a: :_.. _

[cosh(Z)7') + er'n sinh(DJ')]4 x

[coah(ZJJ') + < + I sinh(D/)] tanh(^x)
n > 2 (9)

where 0 = \jKBT and D = d/dx. Here we denote by cosh(DJa) and s\i\h(DJa) the
following quantities:

J) = <coBh(DJa)>r = coih(DJaSa)coah(DJa) (10)

= <amh(DJa)>r = coeh(DJa6a)smh(DJa) (11)

where a = l,s and Sa = ^ which is often called the structural factor in amorphous
magnets; here we can distinguish 6, = ^ , £ 1 = ^ and 6[ = -ft-.

The e q t i ( 5 ) ( 9 ) b d l d f l lThe equations (5)-(9) can be developed as follows:

E t E
t1=0 <3=0 <3=O

E E E
,=O *i=0 Ci=O

E i: i
/]=O (3=0 <a=0

= E E E

n>2

n > 2

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

where the coefficients An(tul2, l3),Ai(li, tat3),A,(£u ^ , f 3 ) ,^ (A,^ ,4) and A'^,^,
are given in the appendix.

3 Phase diagrams

Near the critical temperature, we can consider only the linear terms of the equation
(12)-(16), so the result is,

, l)<r.+ J n>2 (17)

K (is)
A (19)
»i (20)
,1K+1 n > 2 (21)

It is easy to see that,

4n(0,0,0) = 4,(0,0,0) = 4.(0,0,0) = 4',(0,0,0) = 4(0,0,0) = 0 , (22)



for this reason they did not appear in the above equations. According to Refs.[13] and
[16], let us assume that crn+I = a an and ̂  = a' a'n, for n > 1. Thus Eqs.(18)-(20)
yield the following secular equation:

B2 fl, 5) -

where

using Eqs.(17) and (21) we find,

B2

d

= M s 0 (23)

A, = A,(0,l,0)

= ^(0,1,0)
= A(0,0vl)

= A\ (0,1,0)

= 4(1,0,0)

(24)

(25)

(26)

where Mj = An(0,l,0) and Nt = A^(0,l,0). Thus, the critical frontiers can be derived
from the condition det M = 0, namely

(27)1 + j j - 1 -- A3C3 [B, (l + ^ - l] = 0 .

From the formal solutions of Eq.(27) we choose those corresponding to the highest
possible transition temperature which is the temperature for interface ordering. When
n —» c« we can put <7B-i = <rn = °n+i = &B (bulk magnetization of the left side of Fig.l)
and <r^] = <r'n = a'n+x = (/B (bulk magnetization of the right side of Fig.l) into Eqs.(17)
and (21), then the transition temperature of the bulks are given by,

Tg = ^ = 5.073 (28) for the bulk B

Tg' = fT§ (29) for the bulk B'

where 7 = - j .
By solving Eqs.(25)-(27) numerically, we present some results on the phase diagrams,

introducing the following parameters A,, Aj and A\ as

J, = and A[)J . (30)

The numerical results are shown in Fig.2a and Fig.2b. In both figures we take a = 1 and
di, = 6j = 0. Curves b and d of Fig.2a and curves a' and V of Fig.2b correspond to the
system with crystalline interface S, = 0. Comparing with these curves we can show that
the critical value A^ for the interface ordering vanishes for J\ > J and J[> J (curves a'
and 6' of Fig.2b) and has a finite value for 3\ < J or J{ < J (curves 6 and d of Fig.2a).
On the other hand, the critical Af is given by a finite value (Aj7 jt 0) when we have an
amorphized interface (6. = 0.5) as shown in Fig.2a (curve c) and in Fig.2b (curves d, d'
and e').

Curve a in Fig.2a corresponds to the particular case which is a semi-infinite system.
The corresponding critical value Af is then given by 0.307 (A, = 0.25 for MFA).

In Figs.3a and 3b, the interface ordering temperature KaJG is plotted as a function of
8, for 7 = 1. However, in Fig.3a, ^ ^ '8 depicted for three selected values of A, when
Ai = A', = 0 and £1 = S\ = 0. We remark that, at 6, = 0, the transition temperature
of interface increases with A,. In Fig.3b, we can see how the exchange interactions Ji
and J[ affect the interface ferromagnetic phase. In fact, when we put Aj = Aj = —0.9
(i.e. Ji = J[ = 0.U) for A, = 7. (Curve if) or A. = 10 (curve a') and 6, = 6[ = 0,
the reentrant phenomena appears whereas it is absent when Jx (or J{) is greater than J
(curve a in Fig.3a). Therefore, the reentrant phenomena does not appear in Fig.3c (curve
(c)) for the same values taken in curve 1/ of Fig.3b except the value of 7, here we take
7 = 2 (curve (2) in Fig.3c). But for A, = 16 and 7 = 2 for the same values of A1: A[,S,
and 6[ taken in Fig.3b, we remark that the reentrant phenomena appear again (curve (1)
in Fig.3c).

4 Magnetic properties

In order to study the magnetic properties of our system, it is necessary to solve the coupled
Eqs.(12)-(16). Before doing this, we keep the condition used above: when n —> 00, we put
<rn+i = un = <iK-i = &B and tfn+l = 0^ = 0^_, = o'B into Eqs.(I2) and (16) respectively,
so we find the following equations for bulks,

AB(l)

= EL,

(31)

02)
and A'B(t) are given in the appendix .

Concerning Eqs.(13) and (15), we assume that the magnetization remains unaltered after
the second layer in the left and in the right of the amorphized interface, namely, /72 =
<r3 = . . . = <rn = erg and o£ = o£ = . . . = o'g, which may be called the three-layer
approximation [13], Thus Eqs.(13) and (15) become

1 4

1 4

(33)

(34)

By solving, numerically, the coupled Eqa.(14), (31), (32), (33) and (34), we present
the magnetization curves of amorphized interface, of first layers of each bulk and of the
two bulks B and B' as follows:



In Fig8.4a, 4b and 4c the magnetization curves of amorphized interface (a,) as well as
bulk are investigated for 7 = 1 (both bulks are similar), Si = S[ = 0, Aj = A', = -0.9 (i.e.
J, = J[ = 0.1./), A, = 7(J, = 8J) and respectively for 6. = 1.1,6. = 1.12 and 6, = 1.2.
As we can see from Fig,3b (curve V), the two values of £,,6, = 1.1 and 6, = 1.12, exhibit
a reentrant phenomena, that is why the behaviour of <r,, in Figs.4a and 4c, show two
transition temperatures. Due to the fact that tr\ and a\ are coupled to a,, but by a
weak exchange interactions (7j = J[ = 0.1J), they remain different to zero after the bulk
transition temperature. But for 6, = 1.2 (Fig.4c), as is shown in Fig.3b (curve U), the
transition temperature of at is equal to the bulk transition temperature (T<? = 5.073).

In Fig.Sa we study the system with different exchange interaction J' = 2J (i.e. 7 = 2)
for A, = A] = Ai = 0 and 6, = 61 = 6\ = 0. So we see the transition temperatures
Tc ~ 5.073J (for the bulk B) and T'c = 10.146./ (for the bulk B'). The magnetiza-
tions of amorphous interface (cr,) and of first layers (<7i and a\) vanish with the bulk B'
magnetization. The discontinuity of the derivative of <r, and <Ti is observed at TQ = 5.073.

In Fig.5b the magnetizations of the system are investigated for 7 = 2{J' = 2.7), A, =
16(J, = 17J),A, = Ai = -0.9(J, = J[ = 0.1J),<5, = 6[ = 0 and 6. = 1.1. As it is
shown in Fig.3c (curve (1)), the value taken here for 6,(6, =• 1.1) exhibits two transition
temperatures for amorphized interface magnetization (<r,), the first one at T£ = T£ =
10.146 and the second one at T£ = 22.130.

5 Conclusions
In this work we have studied the phase diagrams, the temperature dependence of magne-
tizations of amorphized interface a,, of first layers of each bulk (B and £?') and of bulks,
B and B', for the simple cubic spin-^ Ising ferromagnet with interface amorphization by
the use of the effective field theory. This study has been done for J = J'(a = 1) and for
J' = 2J(a = 2). Our results express a number of characteristic behaviours such as the
possibility of the reentrant phenomena and large depression of interface magnetization.
These results are in concordance with those obtained by Kaneyoshi, in the semi-infinite
cubic spin-i Ising ferromagnet with a surface amorphization [16].

APPENDIX

[co»h(DJ)]4-{'

[nnh(DJ)]'

= [coshfDJ)]1-'1 [sinh(DJ)]'1 x
Cjt [coshpj)]4-'' [sinh(HJ)]'' x

tanh(/?x)|r_

)]'3 tanh(j3i)|i=Q

•')]1-*J [sinh(Z)J')]'s x

' )] ' - '3 [sinh(ZU')]'J tanh{Px)\x_

[cosh(DJ)]1-'- [ainh(DJ)]'1 x

I]1"'3 [sinh(DJ)]'J

AB(l)

AB,(l) = [cosh(DJ')]6"' [sinh(DJ')]' •
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l Part of two-dimensional cross-section through the simple cubic Ising lattice with
an amorphous interface layer. The full lines indicate the bulk exchange interactions
J and J'. Wavy lines indicate exchange interactions J,,Jt and J[. Lm(L'm) means
m1* layer of bulk B (B1) and L, means amorphous interface.

Fig.2 The phase diagrams in the (^J^-, A,) space for the simple cubic Ising model with
an interface amorphization. Solid lines are obtained for interface crystallization
{6, = 0) and the dashed lines are done for interface amorphization (6, = 0.5). In
Fig.2a, curves 6 and c are obtained for Ai = 0.1, A^ = —0.9. Curve d is given by
A) = A'j = —0.9. In Fig.2b curves a' and d are obtained for Aj = A', = 0.1.
Curves ht and tf are obtained for A( = A', = 0. Curve c' is obtained for Ai = A', =
-0.9. We denote by (BF), bulk ferromagnetic, (IF) interface ferromagnetic and (P)
paramagnetic phase.

Fig.3 The phase diagrams in (^^,6,) plane. Fig.3a is obtained for Ai = A, = 0,*, =
6\ = 0 and 7 = 1. Curves a,fc and c are given for A, = 7, A, = 2 and A, = 1
respectively. Fig.3b is given for A[ = Ai = — 0.9, Si = S[ = 0 and 7 = 1. Curves
a' and V are obtained for A, = 10 and A, = 7 respectively. Fig.3c is obtained for
AI = Ai = -0.9,6i = 6[ = Q and 7 = 2. Curves (1) and (2) are obtained for
A, = 16 and A, = 7 respectively.

Fig.4 Magnetizations of interface <r,, first layer of each bulk <T] and crj and bulks /TB and
<T'B for 7 = 1,A, = 7,*i = S\ = 0 and Ai = A', = -0.9. Figs.4a, 4b and 4c are
obtained for 6, = 1.1,4, = 1.12 and S, = 1.2 respectively.

Fig.5 Magnetizations of interface <r,, first layer of each bulk O\ and <r\ and bulks <JB and
<T'B for 7 = 2 and *i > 6\ = 0. Fig.5a is obtained for A, = A\ = 0 and 6, = 0.
Fig.5b is given for A, = 16, A, = A', = -0.9 and 6t = 1.1.
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